1 INTRODUCTION

Modern retrieval models use different query-based, document-based, and corpus-based properties to compute the relevance score of a document with respect to a query. Term frequency (TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), and document length are the main factors that are typically present in a retrieval function. When optimizing a retrieval model, the main focus is generally on the document-side of the function that weighs the query terms with respect to a document. The query-side part of retrieval models, however, is usually a simple term-weighting function based on the count of a term in the query. As a result, query-specific properties, such as query length, have been widely assumed as constants that do not affect document ranking, henceforth ignored in the retrieval models [9].

While most of the existing retrieval models are targeted mainly at short keyword queries, their poor performance on longer queries led a large number of efforts that try to understand the properties of verbose queries [1, 8, 11]. Recently, several studies revealed that query length affects the performance of retrieval models through interaction with TF and document length normalization [2, 4, 9]. Chung et al. [2] proposed an adaptive method to estimate the parameters of pivoted document length normalization based on query length. Lv [9] proposed a formal constraint to model the relation between query length and the TF decay speed. He further modified the BM25 retrieval function to satisfy the proposed constraint and showed that the modified version improves the standard BM25 model. The work of Cummins and Riordan [4] is also based on constraint analysis. Similarly, they formalized a constraint to capture the interaction of query length and document length normalization. However, their method only performs comparably to the baseline retrieval models.

In this paper, we focus on the interaction of the discrimination value of query terms with the length of query. Usually, verbose queries contain some unessential terms, while short queries consist of keywords that are almost equally important. We argue that the effect of term discrimination value, which is generally modeled with IDF, should differ in verbose and short keyword queries. We hypothesize that when query length increases, the effect of IDF should be highlighted, in order to facilitate distinguishing more
important terms. We propose a formal constraint to model this hypothesis mathematically and use axiomatic analysis to examine BM25 [12], a state-of-the-art retrieval model, and find that it does not satisfy the proposed constraint. We further modify BM25 so that it adheres to the new constraint. More specifically, we learn that the constraint requires the difference of IDF values to increase with query length and propose a simple function to adapt BM25 to the constraint, which can be computed as efficient as the BM25 model.

We evaluate the new version of BM25 using three TREC collections: AP (Associated Press 1988-89), Robust (TREC 2004 Robust track), and WT10g (TREC 9-10 Web track). To further study the effect of query length, we test two types of queries, short queries and verbose queries, which are borrowed from the title and the description fields of the TREC topics, respectively. Our experimental results demonstrate that our proposed method outperforms the baselines, especially in verbose queries.

2 DEFINITION OF THE FORMAL CONSTRAINT

Axiomatic analysis or constraint analysis of retrieval models provides a formal framework to examine existing retrieval models and diagnose their deficiencies. It can be further employed to improve the retrieval models by introducing new developed versions that address the previously found shortcomings [3, 5–7, 10]. This goal is usually achieved by describing a set of desirable properties that a retrieval model should have, and characterizing a reasonable retrieval formula by listing formal constraints that it must satisfy.

Inspired by previous work [5, 9], we propose a formal constraint that retrieval models should satisfy. This constraint, namely QLN-IDF, captures the interaction between IDF and query length. We then provide an analytical analysis of BM25, a state-of-the-art retrieval model, to show that it does not satisfy the proposed constraint. We then propose a modification to BM25 so that the modified version adheres to the constraint.

Notation. We first introduce our notation. $S(Q, D)$ denotes the relevance score of document $D$ for a given query $Q$, computed by a retrieval model. $|Q|$ and $|D|$ denote the length of $Q$ and $D$, respectively. $dtf(q, D)$ weights query term $q$ with respect to the document $D$ based on the count of $q$ in $D$, i.e., $(q, D)$. $idf(w)$ denotes the inverse document frequency for a given term $w$.

In the following, we introduce our formal constraint, named QLN-IDF.

QLN-IDF: Let $Q = \{q_1, q_2\}$ be a query with two terms where $idf(q_1) > idf(q_2)$. Assume that $D_1$ and $D_2$ are two documents such that $|D_1| = |D_2|$, $c(q_1, D_1) = c(q_2, D_2) > 0$ and $c(q_1, D_2) = c(q_2, D_1) = 0$ with the document relevance scores $S(Q, D_1)$ and $S(Q, D_2)$. If we reformat the query $Q = Q \cup \{q_3\}$ by adding a term to the query, such that $c(q_3, D_1) = c(q_3, D_2) = 0$, then:

$$S(Q, D_1) - S(Q, D_2) < S(Q', D_1) - S(Q', D_2)$$ (1)

Term discrimination constraint [5] states that when two documents contain the same number of occurrences of query terms, the document that has more discriminative terms should get a higher relevancy score. According to QLN-IDF, the difference of scores between such documents should increase when query gets longer.

From an information theoretic perspective, adding a term to the query is equivalent to increasing the information provided by the query. We hypothesize that when query length increases, the effect of IDF should be highlighted, in order to facilitate distinguishing more important terms. Suppose that two documents, say $D'$ and $D''$, contain $q_1$ and $q_2$, respectively. When additional information is given by inclusion of a new query term $q_3$, which does not occur in either of the mentioned documents, $D'$ should not be penalized as much as $D''$, because the highlighted effect of IDF means that $D'$ contains more information compared to $D''$.

3 A MODIFICATION TO BM25

We now analyze the BM25 retrieval model to examine whether it satisfies the proposed constraint or not. Following previous work [9], we use the BM25 formula presented in [5]. The score of a document $D$ with respect to a query $Q$ is calculated as follows:

$$S(Q, D) = \sum_{q \in Q \cap D} qtf(q, Q) \times dtf(q, D) \times idf(q)$$ (2)

$$= \sum_{q \in Q \cap D} \left( (k_3 + 1) \times c(q, Q) \right) \times \frac{(k_1 + 1) \times c(q, D)}{k_1((1 - b) + b \frac{|D|}{|Q|}) + c(q, D)} \times \log \frac{N + 1}{idf(q)}$$

where $k_1$, $k_3$, and $b$ are hyper-parameters. $avdl$ and $N$ respectively denote the average document length and total number of documents in the collection.

It can be easily proved that the BM25 model does not satisfy the QLN-IDF constraint, since there is no query length related property in the BM25 model. In more details, it can be shown that $S(Q, D_1) - S(Q, D_2) < S(Q', D_1) - S(Q', D_2)$ implies the following inequality:

$$idf(q_1) - idf(q_2)|_{|Q|} < idf(q_1) - idf(q_2)|_{|Q|+1}.$$ (3)

The above inequality states that the effect of $idf(q)$ should change with respect to the query length. In this regard, we propose the following modification to the BM25 formula:

$$S(Q, D) = \sum_{q \in Q \cap D} qtf(q, Q) \times dtf(q, D) \times (idf(q) + 1)^{\log(|Q|+1)}.$$ (4)

The 1 that is added to the log in the power is to prevent it from becoming zero when $|Q|$ is one. The 1 that is added to the idf formula is to ensure that the value of idf is greater than 1, which is necessary for satisfaction of the QLN-IDF constraint. In order to prove that the new BM25 formula results in the satisfaction of QLN-IDF, the following condition should always be true:

$$(idf(q_2) + 1)^{\log(|Q|+1)} - (idf(q_2) + 1)^{\log(|Q|+1)}$$

$$< (idf(q_1) + 1)^{\log(|Q|+1)} - (idf(q_1) + 1)^{\log(|Q|+1)}.$$ (5)

With some basic mathematical derivations, it can be shown that this is always the case when $idf(q_2) < idf(q_1)$, which is implied by the constraint. We refer to this modified version of BM25 as BM25-QL.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce our collections, experimental setup, and evaluation metrics. We further report and discuss the experimental results.
Table 2: Comparison of the proposed modification to the BM25 model compared to the baselines. Superscripts 1/2 indicate that the improvements over BM25/BM25-QL are statistically significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>Robust</th>
<th>WT10g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>0.2717</td>
<td>0.4275</td>
<td>0.2540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25-QL</td>
<td>0.2729</td>
<td>0.4262</td>
<td>0.2496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM25-QI</td>
<td>0.2731</td>
<td>0.4188</td>
<td>0.2550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Results and Discussion

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method (BM25-QI) and compare its performance to those obtained by the baselines. We further study the sensitivity of our method to the input parameters.

4.2.1 Evaluation of the Proposed Method

We consider two baselines: (1) the original BM25 method, and (2) the enhanced version of BM25 (BM25-QL) which satisfies QLN-TFC constraint proposed in [9]. This model computes the retrieval score as follows:

$$S(Q, D) = \sum_{q \in Q \cap D} c(q, D) \times \frac{(\alpha \cdot \log(|Q|) + \beta + 1)c'(q, D)}{\alpha \cdot \log(|Q|) + \beta + c'(q, D)} \times \log \frac{N + 1}{df(q)}$$

where

$$c'(q, D) = \frac{c(q, D)}{1 - ((\alpha' \cdot \log(|Q|) + \beta')) + ((\alpha' \cdot \log(|Q|) + \beta') \frac{|D|}{N + 1}}$$

and $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\alpha'$, and $\beta'$ are free parameters that are estimated using supervised learning to find the optimal $k_1$ and $b$ parameters in the original BM25 retrieval model [9]. The parameters are optimized using the linear regression model implemented in the scikit-learn toolkit.

Table 2 summarizes the results achieved by the proposed method and the baselines. We separate title and description queries to demonstrate the behavior of methods for different query lengths. The results show that BM25-QI outperforms BM25 and BM25-QL consistently in terms of MAP and also achieves better or comparable P@10 scores compared to BM25. The MAP improvements of BM25-QI over the baselines are much larger on verbose queries. In particular, the MAP improvements on all collections are statistically significant for verbose queries. This is likely because when the number of terms in a query is high, the range of IDF values is wide. In this situation, IDF can be a good signal of term discrimination value. However, short queries usually consist of keywords and the variance of their IDF values are smaller, which degrades the effect of our proposed constraint and modification.

Another interesting observation is that, while the performance of the baselines is substantially better on short queries in all collections, the performance of BM25-QI on verbose queries is comparable to its performance on short queries on AP and Robust, and has improved on WT10g. This result empirically confirms that the proposed method better adapts to different query lengths. In other words, while existing retrieval models [9, 12] are targeted mainly at short keyword queries and perform poorly on longer queries, our proposed model significantly improves the performance for verbose queries while achieving comparable and in some cases better results on short queries.

4.1 Experimental Design

Collections. We use three standard TREC collections in our experiments: AP, Robust04 and WT10g. AP and Robust are newswire collections, whereas WT10g is a Web collection containing more noisy documents. Statistics of the collections are shown in Table 1. Experimental Setup. We use two types of queries, short queries and verbose queries, which are taken from the title and the description fields of the TREC topics, respectively. Average query length of title and description fields for all collections are shown in Table 1. All documents are stemmed using the Porter stemmer and stopped using the standard INQUERY stopword list. The experiments were carried out using the Lemur toolkit.

Parameter Setting. The parameters $b$ and $k_1$ of BM25 and BM25-QI are set using 2-fold cross-validation over the queries of each collection. We changed the parameter $b$ from 0 to 1, and the parameter $k_1$ from 0 to 5 in increments of 0.1. $k_1$ has no effect in our experiments, because for almost all of the query terms $c(q, Q)$ is equal to 1. Therefore, $tf(q, Q)$ will be equal to $c(q, Q)$.

Evaluation Metrics. We use two metrics to measure the retrieval quality: (1) mean average precision (MAP) of the top ranked 1000 documents, and (2) the precision of the top 10 retrieved documents (P@10). MAP also serves as the objective function for parameter tuning. Statistically significant differences of performances are determined using the two-tailed paired t-test at a 95% confidence level.

1http://lemurproject.org/
2http://scikit-learn.org/
We hypothesized that when query length increases, the effect of adhering to the constraint. We proposed a modification to BM25 and have then studied the BM25 model and revealed that it does not intend to study other retrieval models, such as query likelihood, and particular for the cases where queries are long. In the future, we propose the idea that the effect of discrimination value of query importance terms. To formalize this idea, we proposed a new constraint based on our axiomatic analysis. Our experimental results showed that the modified version of BM25 outperforms the original one, in robust and WT10g is again observed with respect to $b$. For lower values of $b$, the performance is better on title queries and as value of $b$ goes up from 0.5, description queries reach to higher values of MAP. However, the overall performance is stable in the interval for title queries and in the interval for description queries.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analyzed the interaction between query length and IDF, a term discrimination heuristic that can be thought as a signal that measures the relative importance of query terms. We proposed the idea that the effect of discrimination value of query terms should not be the same in verbose queries and short queries. We hypothesized that when query length increases, the effect of IDF should be highlighted, in order to facilitate distinguishing more important terms. To formalize this idea, we proposed a new constraint that any reasonable retrieval function should satisfy. We have then studied the BM25 model and revealed that it does not adhere to the constraint. We proposed a modification to BM25 based on our axiomatic analysis. Our experimental results showed that the modified version of BM25 outperforms the original one, in particular for the cases where queries are long. In the future, we intend to study other retrieval models, such as query likelihood, and analyze their adherence to the proposed constraint. Investigating a more effective approach to model the interaction between query length and IDF is also an interesting research direction for future work.
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